All Life on Earth is Carbon-Based
Carbon is the Pivotal and Indispensible Element of All Living
Processes. Carbon is a Common Denominator for all the
Functions of Agriculture to Work.
Carbon Systems Agronomy is an OnFarm-Driven study of all
the inter-connectivity there is between the Soil, Plants,
Climate, the Micro-Biome, Animals and People.
A Regenerative-Farming Agronomy that connects us all to
How Life Works and the Right Way Forward with Nature.

Carbon Connects it All

PRINCIPLES FIRST – THEN PROGRAMS – THEN PRODUCT

Carbon Systems Agronomy (CSA)
Carbon Systems Agronomy is a unique farming practice that fully explains the philosophy, science
and practical steps used to conduct a ‘naturally-better’ form of agronomy on farm. CSA is farmregenerative! It is a future-farming system that delivers much more than better soils, crops and profits you
can measure and see. At the core of the CSA practice is a logic-driven template of Analytical and Scientific
Principles that have influence and effect across all forms of Agriculture. All farms can be improved by the
use of CSA and there is not a problem any farm has; that CSA cannot effectively suppress, control or solve.
CSA is offered to Farmers as the Farmers Own Agronomy
CSA keeps all the important information, strategies and practices for managing soil and growing
crops firmly entrenched in the reality of how farms work; the ground-level reality and not some distant
office, laboratory or warehouse. Complexities of the science are fully explained – farmer empowerment is
the driving force of CSA. Programs and practices are totally in-tune with the capabilities and equipment on
Farm. There are no mysteries or magic. Every step has a practical purpose and a proper explanation. CSA
focuses on the farm as a ‘living system’ and there is a necessary focus on getting ‘the numbers’ right on
farm to measure the reality of the soils and crops as well. Whenever we talk CSA we often say -

“Show me the Numbers!”
What usable/available elements in the soil does the farm have in the Tonnes, Kilos, Grams and
Parts per Million to work with? CSA will assess what those numbers mean in relation to the farm and its soil
structure, rainfall, paddock history, rotations and future plans. Plants also can tell us how yield deficient or
healthy they are when we study the relative levels of all their nutritional elements. What are the Numbers in
the plants? Exactly what do they have in them, what do they need and when do we act for best effect?
CSA is an open-book of explanation about the meaning and importance of the ‘Numbers’ and what
levels are needed in the soil and plants; and why. CSA will test in Laboratory and In-Field and the truth of
what must be done is always embedded in measuring and managing the Numbers! Key benchmarks are
measured and known. The Plant Elements and Important Plant pH and Sap EC numbers can be easily
measured In-Field on any day and they keep telling us where we currently are and where we need to go for
best Outcomes. CSA is all about –

Understanding the Three Key Needs




Understanding Soil Profiles and Soil Chemistry
Understanding Plant Needs and Plant Physiology
Understanding the Farm Capabilities and the Farmers Vision

The “Analysis of Need”
The analysis of need is the starting-point of all CSA enquiry and assessment. We only focus on what is
‘needed’ to make soils, plants and farms work better. We study perfection in nature and cost-efficiency in
farming practices; we chart the course to achieve all the required farm improvements based on the proper
needs. There is a conscious rejection of ‘want’ in CSA. The philosophy of CSA is to remove the cluttering
and misleading agendas of ‘want’ from the problem-solving analysis of what is truly needed. To enable
clarity in the CSA process all CSA Agronomists will ask the 5WHOW questions – Who, Why, What, Where,
When and How and they will remember to always follow the sequence of; “Principles First, then Programs,
then Product”. This simple CSA mantra/reminder ensures clear thinking is always applied to problem
solving and clear paths of action to achieve solutions before there is any discussion of the countless
options in product that can be considered.
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Unfortunately the Agri-business agenda’s of selling product are all too often the first conversation
service-providers and suppliers have with farmers and this sort of sales-talk from chemical-driven
agronomists, inexperienced or unscrupulous sales-people rarely leads to better results for the farmer on
farm. Most Agribusinesses seem to have an incessant ‘want’ to sell what they have in stock first and that
situation never prioritises the right goods or advice for what the farm really ‘needs’.
CSA keeps the focus squarely on the Soil, the Plants and the Farmer.
CSA lives on the Farm as a practical and holistic expression of what gets the best outcome; it is the
agronomy of the living. CSA is not an Organic or Biological farming system and it’s not a Standard or
Conventional NPK-Chem Farming practice either. CSA is not a complete or stand-alone Agronomy practice
because CSA only focuses on how to grow things, not how to kill things.
CSA is all about delivering better soils, crops and profits a farmer can measure and see. The farmer
will still need to consult a service-provider in town for conventional chemi-cide needs. Chemical use to
suppress fungal and viral infections, weeds and pests etc is a very important part of the farming business
but the CSA practice has effectively eliminated the use of chemi-cides in Horticulture and doesn’t need to
focus much on chemi-cides in other forms of Agriculture either. CSA Agronomists do not supply or give
specific advice on the ‘cides’ - the herbicides, fungicides, pesticides etc. That ‘kill’ part of the Agri-business
industry is already well catered for and our CSA farming practice isn’t a big user of the ‘cides’ anyhow. The
CSA way manages to dodge a lot of those disease-laden bullets in a ‘robust’ and plant resistant way. CSA
growing programs have a built-in and enhanced robustness that naturally checks the imbalance and
extremes that often give rise to pathogenic problems on farm. This program-driven, holistic and balanced
approach takes away the excessive-use of any chemi-cides with a focus on natures’ mechanisms to
suppress pathogens (which is achieved with scientific rigour) and the better outcomes generated on farm
comes naturally after that.
Ferti-Tech has a working knowledge of chemicals that may be cocktailed with CSA Nutritional
programs but CSA Agronomists leave the chemi-cide based crop protection products to the vast majority of
Ag-Supply business’s who specialise in supplying these products for crop and animal protection. Simple
NPK fertiliser and a vast array of chemi-cide is the way most Ag-Supply business’s work so it’s hardly
surprising that those items become the area most chemical-focused Agronomists are good at.
Unfortunately the other side of the Agronomic equation (the ‘how to grow it’ side) has been
progressively dumbed-down to an NPK Blend of some sort and then maybe a Foliar spray. A lot of the
‘knowledge of need’ seems to have disappeared now into the standardised supply of NPK.
That’s the point where CSA takes over, takes the farmer a lot further into soil and plant fertility and
makes a big difference to the farming outcomes. CSA shows us how to get more sustainable and
regenerative improvements by getting far more focused on the practical science of ‘growing’ and getting the
best out of plants, soils – and people.
Why call this Agronomy Practice CARBON SYSTEMS Agronomy?
Did you know that Carbon is the fourth most abundant element in the Universe by
mass after Hydrogen, Helium and Oxygen? It is present in all known life forms and Carbon is the second
most abundant element by mass (about 18.5%) in the human body - after Oxygen. Everything that lives on
this Earth is a ‘Carbon System’ of some sort so of course all Agronomy should be very mindful and in-tune
with that. The abundance of Carbon, together with Carbons’ unique diversity of organic compounds and its
unusual polymer-forming ability (at various temperatures) makes this element the chemical basis of all
known life. Carbon is the ‘living-element’ that connects it all. There is so much to say about Carbon.
However – in agriculture – the useful interest in Carbon is very obvious when we use Carbons’ reactive
carboxylic tetravalent form – making 4 electrons available to form covalent chemical bonds with other
elements and their anions and cations. Making Carbon a most-powerful agent to control plants and soil.
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CSA uses Reactive Carbon formulas
to make, take or break nutrient bonds, to
buffer acid, alkaline and chemical problems,
to build or hold fertility potential and to
release, excite or pacify any range of active
elements in the soil or plant – including the
biology that is found in the soil or plant.
In summary CSA uses particular forms of
complexed and nutritionally-chelated carbon to
achieve goals, solve problems, create
opportunities, manipulate living systems and
improve the underlying and general fertility of
farms. Same as nature does. Specific examples
where CSA product is used would be 













Low SOC (Soil Organic Carbon)
Low CEC (Cation Exchange Capacity)
Low Microbial Activity
Excessive Pathogenic Activity
Non-Wetting Sands Profile
Leached Soil Nutrition Profile
Sandy/Loam Soil Profile
Compacted/ Collapsed Soil Profile
Extreme Soil pH (Acid/Alkaline)
Extreme Soil Exchangeable Hydrogen
Soil - Salt Affected (3%+ Base Sat.)
Water - Salt Affected (Irr/Fertigation)
Heavy Metal Affected (Aluminium)

CSA Clients are located across all farming
climates, soil types and rainfall patterns. The CSA
farming programs handle many forms of climate
and agronomic extremes with constant success.
CSA enables broad-acre farmers in Australia to
recover their previously-lost land and farm right up
to the edge of salt flats and course ways. The
NPK-way is replaced with the CSA-way that
continually makes their soil better. We repair acidtoxic Aluminium-affected soils in Malaysia to bring
high-value and intensive horticulture back into full
productivity and profitability.
All CSA Clients can honestly say “Because I
Farm my Soil is getting Better” and not;
because I farm my soil is getting worse!
Ferti-Tech has a fully-commercial Tropical Horticulture and Fruit Tree Demonstration Farm
in Negeri Sembilan; West Malaysia.
The original land was cleared and cropped for several years; progressively losing fertility and viability until it was
abandoned as vacant waste. Within 3 months of using the CSA Soil Amendments and Growing Programs the farm
has completely transformed. Not only was the produce far superior but crops continue to be grown without any
chemi-cides as well; a ‘game-changer’ development earning higher prices in the wholesale markets for better taste
and quality and making CSA far-superior to the usual NPK tropical agriculture being used across all of Asia.
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CSA Principles and farming programs create cumulative effects. As farms become more responsive
they progressively demonstrate the health and yield benefits of another important CSA outcome; that

“Good begets Good”
Farmer’s Vision
To ensure CSA can make life better on the farm; CSA needs to understand what the landowner/
farmer wants to achieve in spending their life on the farm. Their ‘needs’ and desires are critically important
and totally guides the vision for that farm. What is the guiding productivity drive over successive years?
How can CSA practices serve the farmer’s vision for the farm? Fortunately most farmers want to leave their
land in a better condition than they found it and improve their general gross profit with smarter farming
ideas like CSA at the same time. So the CSA practice fits pretty well with most farmers that are not
blinkered by specific ideologies or extremes in practice.
CSA places a high emphasis on always keeping all useful options open and “Never say Never”.
There is an acceptance that some of the undesirable chemical or physical short cuts that can be used as
options will be used at times because they can be controlled, buffered, mitigated or repaired. That is why
CSA rejects fixed farming ideologies like Organic, No-Till or BioDynamic. CSA has no fixed position on any
farming input but the option is fully studied and the pro’s and con’s of using it are fully understood and that
use will be entirely workable to achieve a stronger, quicker, better, cheaper and smarter regenerative goal
for the farm. The strategic use of some chemi-cides will often take us where we need to go – as a cheaper
or quicker option. Outcomes and evidence of overall improvement is the guide. High communication,
explaining ‘why’ and always seeking to empower the farmer is the goal. In every respect CSA will
understanding the full use and truth of all the possible alternatives and inputs; to serve with success and
respect for the farmers vision. Good begets good is a developmental CSA process; not a single decision.
Greater Flexibility
CSA uses all the tools in the farming tool box and we do not restrict ourselves by fixed farming
ideologies – be it tillage or no-tillage extremes. All types of earth can benefit from some sort of tillage
sometimes. Farmers use harrows, prickle chains, aerators, points, discs, combines, air-seeders or ploughs
if that’s what they have and that’s what they want to work with. Whatever is on the farm and can be
afforded is what CSA works with. CSA simply puts the focus on what’s needed to do a job or fix a problem
and takes the farm to a point in the program where the farmer doesn’t have to keep using an undesirable
practice anymore. There are no specific objections to clear-burning, using hard-chemicals or deep-ripping
land etc, whatever is right in the CSA process to break the back of some restriction so the farm can be put
into better position to follow a better practice. It’s all about the cost-effective efficiency of the farm with an
eye on improved Soil Fertility, Structure, Exchange Capacity and a Better Future Potential. CSA
suppresses pests but promotes more beneficial predators, reduces pathogens while still promoting
healthier soil biology. Flexibility is the key so that all the tools in the tool box can be used. CSA looks for the
most cost-effective options with the effective buffering for any short-term damage that might occur – as long
as the desired goals can be achieved within a reasonable time-span. Farming margins are very tight and all
farms - struggling or successful - still have to embrace a sound and logical process to find improvements.
Improved Soil Fertility – Principles First, then Program, then Product.
CSA emphasizes extensive Soil Testing, Reams Testing and Physical Profile Inspections to get a
good grip on what the Paddock is capable of yielding and therefore – by using Soil Amendments – what
can be done to improve the farm naturally. CSA embeds and budgets-into the existing program a cycle of
soil fertility improvement with each season. CSA also emphasizes perpetual improvement of the ‘grow
zone’ as a means to improve soil fertility generally. A means to ensure there will be a ‘good begets good’.
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In exhausted soils – where the base saturation of Exchangeable Hydrogen is rising and increasingly
acidify soils – CSA can act with ease and economical efficiency to slow that plant and yield-stress process
right down. In cases of hostile soil chemistry where elements like Phosphorus are ‘locked’ or ‘blocked’ there
are options to preserve all the nutritional inputs with chelated and buffered efficiency and still provide the
chemical and microbial ‘grow zone’ a far more efficient nutrient potential. The First Principle of CSA

“You Can Only Control Nature; By Obeying It”
To see nature at work, to understand the laws of Nature and to understand ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘when’ and ‘how’
you can take control of the growing situation on farms there must be a very comprehensive measurement
of the soil chemistry at work. “Show me the Numbers” is a prerequisite and so CSA Soil Tests are an
essential first step to studying any Farm and creating any CSA Growing Program.
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CSA Soil Tests are necessarily detailed and complex. Multiple tests on the same elements are
required to discover the operational scope of that element in relation to the others in the soil; as well as the
plant. Detail enables a proper information stream into the Analysis of Need and the setting to ensure a CSA
Agronomist can examine all the ‘Principles First’. The reference to ‘Principles’ means the study of the soil
chemistry and plant physiology; and its necessary interaction in the actual farm setting. Study the farms
specific soil chemistry, the physiology of the crops grown and what is being said and done by the farmer.
The CSA Agronomist will observe and assess the farm as it operates; take measurements in-situ and use
the senses of touch, sight and smell to add to the analysis. They will question the farmer and be aware of
what has been done in the past and what other suppliers or advisors have been supplying and saying. The
“Analysis of Need” will examine the principles and outcomes of what has been used and not the ‘spin’ or
marketing hype. A CSA Agronomist will explain the substance of the inputs being used based on the actual
analysis; regardless of what the label-use says. ‘Principles First’ means the ripped-apart examination of all
the relevant ‘inputs’ on the farm first – starting with soil and crops; before any other discussion occurs. It is
a discipline to remind us that no matter what anyone else says; study the principles - first. All who practice
CSA will never waver from the saying;

“Principles First, then Programs then Product”
If you reverse this saying you can see where so many farmers go so wrong so quickly. All too often
there is only talk to them about product – and how good it is and how much the farmer needs it; because
the ag-supplies seller just sells product and pitches the easy off-the-shelf-salvation to farmers. Most people
in agriculture seem to talk ‘product’ far too quick. It’s a trap. It’s a very expensive trap. Farmers can always
buy something anytime they like and salesmen can always sell something if that’s all they talk about.
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Until there is a true understand of the chemistry and character of soil a farmer can never evolve its
great potential, or correct its weakness – or know what cropping programs or products they truly need. If
there is no understanding of the physiology of plants there cannot be knowledge of when and how to
maximise the plants potential – or know how to improve the soil while the crop grows at the same time.
Many a farmer has experience and keen observation on his side to farm well – without knowing
exactly why. Once they know why – they can actually farm better again. They will also learn what to avoid
and why practices and products don’t work anymore – so now they can dodge those problem-bullets too.
All farmers should ask the supplier or business-visitor to the farm to talk Principles First. What do the
suppliers truly know? As soon as they are permitted to talk product; they can talk all day. A farmer should
find out what suppliers know about ‘how to grow crops’ because having a good crop is the only way to pay
the bills on the farm. CSA encourages farmers to make all suppliers and advisors explain exactly what’s in
the proposed solution, how does that ‘solution’ work in the soil or the plant and what outcomes from that
are to be expected? Ask the questions of who, why, what, where, when and how in terms of soil and plant
and farm. Not in terms of securing stock, short supply, special offer, marketing hype or quick-fix.
The Agri-business industry has many growing or killing alternatives available. Not just the same
products from different suppliers but different programs, chemical cocktails, practices, equipment – the
choices in the market are practically endless now. There are ‘many roads that lead to Rome’ and so many
different ways to get any sort of result with the crop. Give the same task to a roomful of Agronomists and
there will be plenty of different roads to take to the same goal of growing the crop. Some of the roads
(choices) won’t even get you there – not profitably anyhow. Some will be dangerous, some safe, or quick,
or slow and cheap or more expensive; but there is always a road that is the best blend of safest, quickest
and cheapest. The CSA concept of Principles First, the Analysis of Need and the use of informed
questioning helps a farmer to find the better roads themselves! That’s what drives CSA; the default logic of
understanding all the soil and plant needs and putting it together with the farmer on the farm. Study the
Soil, the Plant and the Farmers Vision – in all their complexity. That’s it.
Farms are alive; they are a complex, multi-layered living organism. It is essential to remember that
farms are never still and that any farm as it evolves will always be positively spiralling up or negatively
spiralling down or moving in a spiral between up and down from year to year. Good begets good and that
always puts a farm on the upward spiral. There is always a CSA-based way to surely get a farm on an
upward spiral that is regenerating, self-supporting and perpetually renewable.
Sustainable Beneficial Biology – In-Situ and Built upon a Solid CSA Base.
CSA does not solely base productivity and yield security on Biology; but there is a need to actively
stimulate and promote the use of in-situ Biology as a key determinant in soil fertility and yield outcomes.
Relying on Biology to perform on cue is not a robust or safe way to secure any farming enterprise. All CSA
programs are underpinned by Chemistry and High Analysis Input and not the expectation that Biology will
automatically provide an improved dividend. However, having said that, there is always a focus in growing
programs to ensure the proven microbiome pathogen fighters, Nitrogen fixers and Phosphorus or
Potassium solubilises that can be strategically fostered and supported in the ‘grow zone’
CSA yokes the strength of some very specific Inoculums and Microbial processes to augment and
improve outcomes – but not to rely upon them. There are compelling uses for various Microbial Stimulants
or Inoculums but only in cases of proven benefit and always applied directly onto seed or into the root
systems ‘grow zone’ and not parachuted in via some spray or paddock drench concept. For example there
is compelling use for VAM (Vesicular Arbuscular Michorrizae) in Lucerne stands over several years, some
Horticulture and Cut Flower Production and Tree Crops. There is no compelling evidence for the use of
VAM in Cereals. CSA investigates the nature, structure and usefulness of all potential agricultural inputs
and does not respond to the hype or marketing anecdotes.
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CSA uses Microbial product where it has a focused and evident use, and doesn’t use Inoculums
where the benefits have not been properly quantified, experienced or undoubtedly established. CSA views
hostile soils and harsh climates as harsh for Microbes as well and unlikely to work as an introduced benefit
unless well-targeted and well supported. Well supported is always going to be the key for harnessing the
extra-ordinary performance of microbes.
The better the structure, balance and fertility of the soil the better microbes can boost production –
so ‘better microbes’ are the most relevant example of what happens when a soil is becoming more fertile
and ‘Good begets Good’. The overall CSA Micro-Biome focus is to stimulate and promote the generic
and native biology IN-SITU; that is to work with the biology in the soil that is already there. CSA only
expects results from introduced species when they are grafted directly onto a life-support root system to
perform a specific job – like legume nodulation or fusarium-type disease defence (eg: rhizoctonia). CSA
promotes the use of beneficial biology when we consider we have the right cropping program and soil
conditions to have it survive and to safely yoke its strengths.
Improved use of microbial strategies begins once we are satisfied the entire program will now
assure their effectiveness. CSA introduces useful biology where appropriate but does not, in any way,
underpin growing programs that are dependent on a specific microbial performance. Active beneficial
biology is very important and must be strongly fostered as an essential bonus for improved outcomes. What
we cannot do is solely focus on it as the panacea to complex problems; microbial life will always be an
integral part of a wide-ranging and multi-pronged soil fertility re-construction.
Plant Physiology – Timing is Everything
CSA works with the cycle of nature to maximise growth responses and yield potentials. Nature can
be well stimulated to the ‘Olympic Performance’ when we hit plants with strategic nutrition right when
they’re planning to produce – based on a need for that nutrition. Cereals decide their Yield Potential early in
their life, all Plants have phases of particular nutritional need and understanding their specific physiology
enables CSA to focus on best productive outcomes. Timing is everything in capturing the potential of
plants. Knowing their growth cycle is essential. No point in feeding certain elements when the peak need
for them has passed.
All too often the windows of increased opportunity are missed because the nature of the plant and
its internal clock is not understood properly. It all happens before it is seen – and the clues lie in the
chemical signals circulating as the ‘brain’ of the plant. CSA often focus’s on what we call the ‘Grow Zone’;
the all important root-systems rhizosphere. The grow-zone is where the greatest and most demonstrable
changes in better plants and yields will come. Fixing that ‘productivity zone’ first is the key assignment in all
principles and analysis. Ferti-Tech is a professional, well-experienced and clever foliar manufacturing
company – but they certainly do not over-emphasize the spray-on-plant foliar products at all. Following
CSA Principles the CSA Agronomist emphasizes the crops root mass ‘grow-zone’ as the engine-room of
the productive outcomes between soil and plant and farmer. Foliar is just a product to be considered – last.
The CSA focus is always in-the-ground first, totally focused on getting the engine-room of roots
growing and working in a fertility maximised zone. CSA Programs generate a highly capable nutritional
delivery system to ensure a higher base-operating level for the plants. Then that renewed capability for the
plant is used to go further and further into the soil profile with stronger roots and energy to make changes in
the soil that suits the plants better. Good begets Good and the cheapest start to get a good crop and make
a positive change across the farm is to work with a living system in the ‘grow zone’. Not spray something
over the top later. Smart-spraying can be done anytime where needed. CSA Principles demand that the
‘grow zone’ must be made fully capable above all else.
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In-Field Meter Testing – Measure and Monitor to Manage far Better.
CSA relies very heavily on in-field instruments that can tell exactly what is
happening with the plants and soil – as the growing of the crop progresses. Knowing
exactly what Macro and Micro Elements are flowing through plants provides insights
into health status and what may be needed next to improve the crop. CSA does not
solely rely on look, feel, taste, smell and touch when assessing crops. Those senses
are definitely used and are all important to help confirm, qualify or question what the
INSTRUMENTS are telling us; but the metering instruments must always be used.
The Meters don’t lie – they just tell us what is currently happening in the system and
the CSA Agronomist uses that information – based on experience and the CSA Optimal Range Charts (for
each Crop Type) to know what needs to be done next. Particularly helpful in determining ‘how much’
additional nutrition is needed rather than guessing and picking a magic number like ‘50kgs of Urea’. For
example - by knowing the current Nitrogen PPM in plants, and knowing the growth stage and how long to
go before lower Nitrogen levels are fine – CSA In-Field Metering techniques can tell if its 20kgs or 30kgs or
even 60kgs of Urea, SOA or other options are needed. Guesswork is removed. Facts force proper analysis.
Whatever the number is, it won’t be a guess based on a drive-by; window down estimation and it
will be a number that gets the job done properly – no more; no less. In-Field Meter Testing of Soil and
Crops is an essential and non-negotiable ‘must-have’ skills component of delivering CSA. It is part of the
facts and figures needed to properly monitor and measure key needs for best outcomes. It follows the old
adage – ‘If you can’t Measure It, how do you expect to properly Manage It?’
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Soluble Carbon Chelating and Buffering – the Multiple Benefits of Carbon
CSA often places a heavy emphasis on Carbon-chelated High Analysis Solid or Liquid Fertilisers
being used in the ‘Grow-Zone’. Most of our inputs are centred on a more capable and functional
rhizosphere root area, where the vast majority of Nutrients are going to be found and processed. There are
many examples of useful carbon-based products across solid, liquid and biological additives that work
together in CSA Cropping Programs. While the current focus in CSA is on soil fertility, soil correction,
disease resistance and higher yields – there is also post-crop, in-furrow, soil testing evidence of
Atmospheric Carbon Sequestration occurring now at elevated levels. It seems the CSA programs could
be ‘pump-priming’ a higher humus-forming exudates activity in crops and the residue is leaving higher
nutrient availability as well as increased soil organic carbon. Ferti-Tech will conduct soil testing and in-field
exudates testing over successive years to validate just how much of an increase is occurring – and in what
soil types, with what crops and in conjunction with what variations in the CSA programs etc.
Tissue Testing – Measure, Monitor to Manage far Better.
The In-Field Meters used by Ferti-Tech in the CSA practice are very accurate and useful in
determining plant status and expected performance but unfortunately the in-field meters that can measure
the Trace Elements we need to know are prohibitively expensive or just haven’t been invented yet.
Laboratory Tissue Test services become very important and CSA uses them to focus on the levels and
ratios between elements in Plant Sap and Tissue. When assessing Tissue Tests or even the In-Field Meter
results it is simply not good enough to look at the results and decide one element or another is too low and
so a decision to supplement on that one alone is made. The vascular system of plants is a useful path to
create change but not at the cost of simplistic single-dosing. More harm – or at least no-use; is normally the
outcome if sprays are not nutritionally complexed or cocktailed correctly.
All elements – especially Traces rely on the multi-support of others to do their jobs properly and
over-dosing on one as a means to fix a perceived deficiency often leads to extended shortages in others
while the plant struggles to clear that single element from its vascular system. While the set-back or
shortage or over-dose may be unintended it is always reasonably foreseeable if the relationships and
complex needs of plants are better understood. That is where Tissue Test information must be put in
context with all the other information available and a desire to keep ‘balance’ with other key supporting
elements – while treating a key shortage, will always be the path that works best. What often seems
obvious as a deficiency – is often not the whole problem and an over-simplistic dosing can create more
complex problems later. Foliars can be very effective when made properly and used properly. Unfortunately
this area of nutrition – more so than any other – is the least understood and the most subject to
skulduggery and abuse.
Phloem-Effective Foliar Treatments – If it’s not Phloem-Effective it’s a waste of Money.
CSA uses several Carbon-based and Not-Carbon-based Liquid Inject and Foliar Sprays in all its
growing programs. For Liquid Inject products there is a very heavy emphasis on getting the ‘grow zone’
right – no surprise there. CSA practices are increasingly using the fast-acting and powerful effects of liquid
fertilisers in the grow zone. There is no doubt now that the new forms of syrup and suspension-based liquid
inject products are delivering permanently sustainable soil fertility and profitable yield outcomes.
Above-ground foliar needs are completely different. CSA emphasizes two key needs in every Foliar
– that they be Complexed and Phloem Effective. So they all possess chelated effective nutrition that can
penetrate and travel up and down the vascular system of a plant with the attending in-built stickers, wetters
etc that will help make the foliar even better at its job. CSA Foliar design and manufacturing is now at the IP
and Patent level where several of the products we use are unique and enable us to grow crops without the
use of chemi-cides; even in hot, humid tropical settings.
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Ferti-Tech sincerely welcomes your enquiry and looks forward to further explaining and demonstrating our
Carbon Systems Agronomy.

